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Abstract—User-generated content, such as short video snippets or tweets, is increasingly used in event coverage even by
professional media outlets. Especially in unforeseen events, or
when dealing with large crowds, these snippets provide unique
perspectives on the scene. While uploading a tweet does not
impose much load on the communication system, uploading
live video at today’s camera resolutions consumes a significant
amount of resources. At the same time, only a fraction of the
uploaded streams is suitable for event coverage (e.g., shakiness
of the video, focus on the scene, obstructions). By identifying the
set of relevant streams early, and postponing the upload of other
content, the available network resources can be dedicated to the
upload of the most relevant streams. In this paper, we propose
a set of strategies to collaboratively upload the most relevant
streams at high quality by utilizing freed resources. We argue
that these strategies can be exchanged during runtime to adapt
to user dynamics and network heterogeneity, and present initial
findings on the performance of our system.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Utilizing user-generated content is often the only way to
report on unforeseen events or to provide insights into large
crowds. The content itself ranges from short text snippets
(e.g., tweets or facebook messages) to images, and, more
recently, live videos. A prominent example for a platform
that is specifically targeted towards sharing user-generated live
streams is Periscope, a subsidiary of Twitter, asking What if
you could see through the eyes of a protester in Ukraine?1 to
motivate its service. However, due to the bandwidth restrictions
of today’s mobile access networks and the utilized devices
and tariffs, content that can be used in a live or near-tolive fashion is usually limited to low resolution videos. This
becomes even more apparent when an event, such as the
aforementioned protest, is being filmed by a large number of
users. Each individual user occupies a certain share of the
available resources to upload the respective video stream.
However, many of the generated video streams are redundant in their content and only vary concerning their quality
w.r.t. camera resolution, movement, shakiness, or how well
they capture the relevant aspects of the event. By identifying
the most relevant streams early (ideally directly on the users’
devices), one can postpone the upload of less relevant streams
to free network resources. These freed resources can then be
1 www.periscope.tv/about
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used to improve the upload performance for the most relevant
streams. By incorporating other devices in a collaborative
fashion, heterogeneities in the upload capabilities of individual
devices can be utilized. If, for example, a device in close
proximity to the video source has access to the Internet via
a broadband Wi-Fi Hot Spot, this device can be utilized as a
relay. The content encoding scheme used by the source further
determines the utility of a specific upload strategy. H.264/SVC
encoded content, for example, enables dedicated treatment for
each quality layer of the video, whereas Multiple Description
Coding (MDC) supports probabilistic schemes without strict
delivery guarantees. Depending on the content of the stream
or the type of the event, the desired properties of an upload
scheme can vary as well. In the case of a live sports event,
achieving low overall delay is crucial if the stream is desired
to compete with traditional broadcast media or live tickers. In
other situations, achieving higher bandwidth at the expense of
an increased delay might be more desirable.
In this paper, we analyze the scenario of crowdsourced live
event coverage and motivate the need for collaborative media
upload (Sec. II). We propose a set of collaborative upload
strategies, enabling media transmission to a server at higher
bandwidth compared to the isolated approach. Our initial
findings suggest that upload strategies need to be exchangeable
to adapt to user dynamics and network heterogeneity (Sec. III).
Finally, we discuss the potential of a feedback loop between
the source selection mechanism and the collaborative uploading strategy to further increase the overall system performance
and provide some insights into our ongoing works (Sec. IV).
II.

C ROWDSOURCED L IVE E VENT C OVERAGE

Figure 1 illustrates the concept of crowdsourced live video
streaming. Several mobile devices are utilized to film a certain
event, whereby each device streams its recorded video via a
distribution network to a number of interested clients. Examples of such distribution networks include sites like Twitch,
Ustream, or the recently announced Periscope. The quality of
the video is adjusted to the available resources – uploading via
a lower bandwidth cellular connection leads to lower video
quality. As some of the platforms offer an archival feature,
media streams are often uploaded even if no client is interested
in watching the stream at that point in time.
For the collection and processing of crowdsourced video
data, systems like [5] utilize resources in close proximity to the
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improve the streaming quality in heterogeneous and dynamic
scenarios.
III.

Fig. 1. Parallel upload of multiple live media streams. Each stream consumes
resources, even if it not being consumed by any client. The stream quality
depends on the available bandwidth.

users, e.g., cloudlets based on virtual machines. However, the
resource consumption between the video source and the first
server, or cloudlet, is not considered. To save resources and
to upload only relevant streams, systems that are capable of
identifying and selecting relevant sources have been proposed.
Often, the goal of such systems is to compose a single stream
of high aesthetic quality out of a number of user-generated
input streams. Therefore, the role of a director is introduced.
This entity chooses the active input stream out of a range of
sources either automatically (e.g., based on rules or a predefined script), or through human interaction. Still, systems
like [1] require all streams to be available to the director,
which results in a waste of resources, as streams need to be
uploaded, even if they are not part of the composed video
lateron. To address this issue, recent proposals include an early
identification of relevant streams based on lightweight meta
data (such as sensor readings or video quality metrics) [6], [8].
The resulting communication pattern is illustrated in Figure 2.
Here, only the active source uploads its video stream to the
distribution network, while the director operates on monitored
meta data to perform source selection. The currently unselected
video sources record the video only to their local memory,
uploading it at a later point in time for archival (e.g., at home
while charging).

Fig. 2. Source selection based on monitored video data. Only the most
relevant streams are uploaded to the distribution network. Still, resource
utilization can be sub-optimal.

Still, for the video upload itself, only the resources of the
selected source can be utilized. In Figure 2, for example, the
active source uploads its stream via a cellular network, while
the Wi-Fi connection that is available to a nearby inactive
source is not utilized. In the following, we propose collaborative upload strategies to further incorporate idle resources
in the overall streaming process. Similar to the concept of
cellular offloading [2], [9], our proposed system coordinates
mobile users in close proximity to enable resource sharing.
However, in contrast to related works, we utilize monitored
data that is already required for the source selection process
and benefit from a centralized view on the relevant part of the
system (i.e., the set of active devices in proximity to the event
that is to be covered). The goal of the proposed strategies is
an efficient utilization of the available network resources to

C OLLABORATIVE U PLOAD S TRATEGIES

A simple collaborative upload strategy is illustrated in
Figure 3. The active source no longer uploads the stream at
a low bitrate via its own cellular connection (in the following
referred to as direct upload), but instead relays it to a nearby
device, using technologies such as Wi-Fi Direct. The relaying
device now utilizes its connection to a Wi-Fi Access Point
to upload the stream at a higher bitrate to the distribution
network. In addition to direct upload and the relay via ad
hoc connectivity, we also introduce a hybrid approach, where
the relay node is used to augment the cellular connection.
In this hybrid strategy, content is split into two substreams,
whereby one of the streams is relayed via the access point,
and the other one is directly uploaded by the source node. The
respective uploading strategy is coordinated by the director,
that operates on monitoring data that is previously collected
during the source selection process (c.f. Fig. 2).

Fig. 3. Source selection and coordination of a collaborative upload. In this
case, a device connected to a Wi-Fi Access Point is utilized to upload the
stream of the selected source having only limited cellular bandwidth.

Within the scenario of mobile crowdsourced event coverage, the source of the media stream is dynamically determined
by a director. The capabilities of the selected source, along with
its current surroundings, pinpoint the most appropriate strategy
for media upload. To motivate the need for different upload
strategies, as well as transitions between those strategies, we
conducted a proof-of-concept evaluation on the Simonstrator
platform [3]. We simulated a single source trying to upload a
video. The source has cellular connectivity (1 Mbit/s upload)
and is in ad hoc communication range to one potential relay
node. The relay node is connected to a Wi-Fi access point with
a bandwidth of 2 Mbit/s and available for the whole duration of
the simulation. The source and relay node communicate with
each other via Wi-Fi ad hoc, using the NS-3 [4] reference
model for 802.11g. We vary the cellular bandwidth of the
source node as well as the bandwidth available to the relay
node via the Wi-Fi access point. In both cases, the observed
performance varies depending on the selected upload strategy.
Figure 4 shows the achieved throughput for different configurations of the cellular bandwidth (Fig. 4a) and of the relay’s
access point bandwidth (Fig. 4b). The video has a bitrate
of 2.5 Mbit/s and, thus, cannot be uploaded directly be the
source with sufficiently high bitrate. For direct upload, the
performance is solely limited by the cellular upload bandwidth.
When uploading the stream solely via the relay node, the
achievable throughput is confined to around 1.7 Mbit/s, which
results from the direct ad hoc transmission. This saturation
becomes even more apparent when varying the access point
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Fig. 4. Achieved throughput of upload strategies for a fixed video bitrate of
2.5 Mbit/s and varying access point and cellular bandwidth.

movement, as well as varying transmission quality, requires
additional, more robust upload strategies. Additionally, incentives for relaying users would need to be provided, as these
users contribute their upload capabilities and energy. In our
envisioned setting, such incentives could be provided by the
platform owner by turning the high quality coverage into a
premium feature. When postponing the upload of a video and
contributing idle resources for the sake of providing an overall
composed stream at higher quality, a user could be awarded
with free access to the premium service. Similar concepts
have already proven to be beneficial for peer-to-peer live video
streaming systems [7].
IV.
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bandwidth (Fig. 4b). The effect can be counteracted to some
extent by utilizing both the cellular upload, and the upload
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Fig. 5. Impact of the chosen video codec on the playback performance resulting from different upload strategies under varying access point bandwidth.

However, until now, the focus of our discussion was single
layer video and strategies that are agnostic of the utilized
video codec. Therefore, we evaluated the individual strategies
with streams that we encoded using the layered H264/SVC
codec. The overall bitrate of the streamed video remained set to
2.5 Mbit/s. We encoded the video with a 500 kbit/s base layer
and two enhancement layers with 1 Mbit/s each. Receiving the
base layer is sufficient for playback at low quality, and each
enhancement layer increases the video quality, but the base
layer is still required for playback. The results are depicted
in Figure 5. Note, that the achieved throughput remains the
same for the aforementioned strategies (c.f. Fig.4). This also
determines the playback continuity achieved by the strategies
(Fig. 5b). For SVC, we introduce a codec-aware upload
strategy that prioritizes packets containing the base layer over
packets containing enhancement layers. If there is sufficient
bandwidth available via relay nodes, the corresponding number
of enhancement layers is sent to the relay. Otherwise, only the
base layer is uploaded.
This simple codec-aware strategy maintains continuous
playback (Fig. 5b) at the cost of reduced video quality for
the viewer (Fig. 5a). These initial finings motivate transitions
between different such upload schemes depending on the
selected streaming source, as well as the current environmental
conditions. While the aforementioned results were obtained in
a rather static setting, a real world deployment of the proposed
system would operate under more dynamic conditions. User

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we motivated the need for adaptive collaborative upload strategies to support the composition of a high
quality stream in crowdsourced live event coverage. Therefore,
we propose to extend the role of the director from exclusively
compositing, to a more active orchestration of the involved
devices. Instead of solely selecting sources, the director aids
in the delivery process by dynamically selecting the currently
appropriate upload strategy from a set of predefined strategies,
utilizing nonetheless gathered monitoring data.
While the set of strategies presented in this paper is rather
simple, they already motivate the need for transitions between
strategies in dynamic scenarios with changing conditions,
or based on the video codec utilized by the active source.
However, we expect a clear tendency towards simple strategies
especially in highly dynamic settings. Next steps besides
researching on more sophisticated strategies is the combined
evaluation of a feedback loop between source selection and
upload coordination to better cope with highly dynamic scenarios.
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